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he Chester emery mines haoe producedfine specimens
of margarite crystals, diaspore crystols , ond others, for

more than 140 years. These and perhaps 26 other species
can still be collected there today.

INTRODUCTION
Both emery and magnetite were mined at Chester, Hampton County,

Massachusetts, from the middle 1800's until after World War II.
However, for simplicity and following tradition, we will here refer to
the locality as the Chester emery mines. Emery is an intimate mixture of
corundum and magnetite and/or hematite, as well as zircon in some
cases. Emerson (1898) reported an analysis of the Chester emery by
Charles T. Jackson, a geologist and State assayer, which showed 40Zo

magnetite and 6OVa corundum. Recent work on polished samples by
Carl Francis of the Harvard Mineralogical Museum have demonstrated
the presence of ilmenite up to 50o/o in both the chester magnetite and
emery. This probably gives the rust resistance noted as an aclvantage of
the emery by earlier writers. Francis states that the presence of mag-
netite is indicative of a rather complex history (1976, personal cor-
respondence).

In addition to corundum and magnetite, 29 other minerals have been
found at the mines. The author has found 28 of these on the dumps in
recent years. Except for very short periods, collecting on the dumps has

been unrestricted. Assurance has been given the author by the District
Manager of the wild Life Area that this will be continued. This decision
was reached after we looked over the extensive dumps and estimated
that, at the current rate of collection, good specimens should be avail-
able for many years to come.

HISTORY OF THE MINES
The first emery discovered in America was found at the Chester

mines. The presence of iron ore deposits at Chester was known as early
as 1835- l84l . Mining of the magnerire was starred in 1856 ( 1200 tons)
but it was not until 1863 that a blast furnace was erected and exrensive
mining begun. The dulling of drills led to a study by charles T. Jackson
(Emerson I 898). The presence of margarite (a calcium brinle mica) was
the key to his discovery of emery at Chester in 1864. However, the
miners were reportedly calling it emery before Jackson's discovery.

This discovery came at an opportune time for the grinding and
polishing of armaments for the Civil War, especially at the nearby
Springfield Armory. The British and French had a monopoly on rhe
mining of emery in Turkey and Greece, the major source of the ore.
Emerson (1898) quoted an English statesman as saying "A good mine
of emery is worth more to a manufacturing nation than many gold
mines. " Mining continued at chester until after world war II with the
Hampton Emery Company and the Chester Emery Company the princi-
paf operators, as described by Emerson ( I 898, 1917).The ownership of
the main vein changed hands and at one time was involved in a law suit.
The Hamilton Emery and Corundum Company, a subsidiary of the
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Bendix Corporation, still makes emery powders at chester but uses ore
brought over as ballast from the Island of Naxes off the coast of Greece.
Emery derived its name from cape Emeri on this island. Turkish ore is a
very fine-grained mixture of corundum, magnetite and hematite with
white margarite and diaspore. The cortland Abrasive company,
another subsidiary of the Bendix corporation, makes grinding wheels at
Chester but uses synthetic abrasives such as carborundum and alundum.
THE EMERY MINES AT CHESTER

The emery and magnetite vein extends in a series of disconnected and
irregular lenses for 4 miles from the top of Round rop Hill 2 miles south
of Route 20, which follows walker Brook, to rhe top of Gobble
Mountain 2 miles north of Route 20 (Fig. l). over a period of years, six
different mines were operated, as follows: (Norton, 1962)

l. Snow mine was the most northern mine located il00 feet south-
east of the top of Gobble Mountain. It was an open pit operation in a vein
about l0 feet wide. The minerals associated with the emery and magne-
tite were paragonite, amesite and margarite.

2. sackett mine was located 2600 feet north of the intersection of
the walker and Austin Brooks on the side of the mountain north of
Route 20. Magnetite was the principal ore with no corundum in it to
form emery. From 1876 to 1886 it was operated as an open pit. The
mine was reopened in 1889 and an adit was driven through Savoy schist
I l4 feet to the vein. This adit is flooded now. The associated minerals
were chlorite, talc, biotite, and bronze-colored corundum in crystals up
to 1/z inch in diameter and in masses up to I pound.

3. Marcia mine was dug in 1893. starting from Austin Brook, 440
feet north of Route 20, an adit was driven 90 feet east to intersect the
emery vein (Fig. 2). Then a 440 foot drift was driven north and another
south. The south drift has caved in, but it is still possible to enter the
mine. The minerals were similar to those of the Sackett mine except for
the presence of more talc and beautiful rosettes of schorl in the frinse
rock in the Marcia mine. Very little emery was recovered.

4. old mine was the principal source of the emery and magnetite
(Fig. 3). Three adits were driven south into the mountain south of Route
20. The lowest one started at the level of the bank above walter Brook
under the present power line. As of 1899 it extended r689 feet almosr
straight into the mountain. The second adit was 220 feet above the first
one starting further up the mountain. It was 1359 feet long in lg99
extending beyond the lower adit. The third adit was 85 feet above the
second one, starting farther back on the mountain and extending farther
in than the others. For much of its length it was 55 feet or more below
ground level. The entrances to adits I and 2 have been sealed, however,
the ore of the second adit came close to the ground level so a cave-in
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of walker Brook. Initialry it was an open pit worked in the early 1900,sto a depth of 30 feet for a quarter of a mile. Later an g7-foot shaft wassunk but little ore was removed. The shaft is now flooded. Emery andmagnetite were the ores mined. Associated minerars are margarite,corundophilite and some diaspore. The dumps p-riJ. good cotecting,and some are hardly touched.
THE EMERY AND MAGNETITE VEIN AND PARENT ROCKSThe emery and magnetite vein at chester (Fig. a) lies within, andclose to' the junction of the Chester amphiborit. *itt the savoy schist.The amphibolite crosses Massachusetts from north to south and extendsinto vermont and connecticut. It varies in width, being about 3200 feetwide at Chester. It is a dark green to brack, foliated, epidote-quartz-

hornblende schist containing prochrorite, lmenite, rut'e and carcite. Itis relatively free of quartz near the emery vein. corundophilite ispresent from arteration of the prochrorite. The amphibolite is of ordo_vician age (425 to 500 million years old).
A short disance east of the vein lies the junction with the savoy schist,also ordovician. It is a rather coarse muscovite schist generally greenishin color due to the presence of chlorite. Both chlorite and armandine arefound quite extensively therein. Kyanite is present arso but south of thevein. Near the eastem border or itre amphibolite are great peridotite_serpentine renses which were intruded into the amphiuorite, as werelenses of anorthite. It is of interest that near the junction of the railroadwith the road north of chester great orivine crystals have artered toyellow serpentine pseudomorphs lpalache , 1907,.The emery and mag-netite vein is overrain with magnesium-rich rocks. rrr. f-ug"nesis ofthe vein discussed in Emerson (rg9g, l917) probabry should be re-studied in the right of modern conceprs. shepard ( r g65i wrore:
'' ' ' ' but a parent rock or menstruum for the formation of corun-dum and emery is supplied in talcose slate series equatty defi_cient in free s,ica, this being a compound which, if coexistantwith alumina and pro^toxide"oy iron, would seem incompatablewith the formation of either iorundum o, 

"*rry,- trir*urh o,under the play ,f :I: ordinary chemical ffinttiis, sererat different species would be *orc ttfutf to result.,,
Emerson (1917) (page l6l) wrote:

"The emery at Chester and at peekskitt (N.y.) is very sim,arbecause the orivine was in ,onrir, with sim,ar rocks in bothplaces. The bed at Ch.ester ha-r passed through a much morecomplex and continued series of metamorphic"chang:ei tnon n,others and as a resurt furnishld a more varied aid beautifutseries of secondary minirals.,,

Figare 1. Location map showing the trend of the
Chester vein and the variou, iirr". Iocated onit. The vein consists of irregular, disconnected
lenses striking roughly parailei to magnetic
north. The mines shown are (l) the Snow mine,(2) the Sackett mine, (3) ttre Marcia mine, (4)
the Old mine, (5) the Melvin mine, and (6) the
Wright mine.

now provides an opening wet back from the sealed entrance. Enteringhere or by the open entrance to adit 3 (now to be closed by the State) hascaused some colrectors to become trapped, necessitating rescue by thetown's people. This has caused p..itoi. posting of the area ro stopcollecting on the prolific oumps. The greatest number of mineralspecies are found on these aumpi.
5' Melvin mine was located 3000 feet south of warker Brook. It wasan open cut r 30 feet rong foilowing a 6t/z to r6 feet wide vein for a depthof 35 to 40 feet. corundophilite-iragnerire was the principar ore withfew accessory minerars except som-e tourmarine and margarite, thelatter of exceptional beauty, ueing rose-pink rather than grey-pink as atthe old and wright mines. Very ittle collecting has been done at rhesedumps.

6' wright mine was the southernmost mine rocated 5500 feet south
236

(See Figs. 5 and 6.)

MINERALS FOUND AT CHESTER EMERY MINES
Shepard ( 1865) compiled the initial rist of minerars found at thesemines and Emerson (lggg) added others to the list (Table I). Theminerals in bold on the folrowing list have been found by the author andare in his colrection. The coror designations of the Nationar Bureau ofStandard (1955) are used in rhe foil,owing descriptions. Table 2 givesthese colors and arso.the corresponding names in the Nationar ResearchCouncil (1945) standard for minerals.

MINERALS FOUND IN THE VEINS
AMESITE (MgrAl)(ArSi)os(oH)4
Amesite is abundant in associaiion with corundophilite of which it isan alteration product (Emerson, rgrT).It is arso associated with carcite.It is one of the latest minerars to form in the vein. It is a strongyellowish-green in color and talc_like ir

tlassed u, u'r"piu-.hrorite bur is now."X:::frT? *t#ltli":'-^
ARAGONITE CaCO,
Aragonite is a rate and not abundant minerar which formed in fissuresin diaspore and margarite.. It is white, right gray or right pink and formslong' thick blades in microscopic tufts, as we' as thick, granurar,sugary crusts.

BROOKITE TiO,
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Length:1689ft.

flIffi
Amphibolite

Ore remaining

Ore removed
Figure 2. Longitudinal section through the Old

mine, showing the extent of the underground

working as of October 1899.D Location of diasPore

AA Figure 3. General structure of the vein relative
to surrounding rocks.

A = Chester amphibolite
V = Vein
P = Peridotite/serpentine lenses

S = Savoy schist

Figure 4. General structure of the vein at the

Old mine.
A = Chester amphibolite
S = Savoy schist
H = Hornblende (coarsely crystalline)
F = Magnetite
M = Margarite/chloritoid
E = Emery vein (4 feet wide)
D = Diaspore-filled fissures

C = Corundophilite rock
O = Oligoclase transition layer (1 foot wide)
TS = Talcose slate (2feetwide)
T = Crystallized talc (15 feet wide)
L = Soapstone (talcose shale)

Figure 5. General structure of the vein at the

Melvin mine.
A = Chester amphibolite
S = Savoy schist
F = Magnetite vein (6 to 6r/z feet wide)
E = Emery, chloritoid, margarite vein (7 feet

wide)
H = Coarsely crystalline hornblende
C = Corundophilite rock
TS = Talcose slate
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Brookite is a rare vein mineral at Chester, light to dark brown in color

or yellowish, reddish brown or black. It is found only in microscopic,

prismatic or tabular crystals of varied habit having striated faces. It is

associated with diaspore and corundophilite.

CALCITE CaCO.,

Calcite is a late and not abundant mineral which has formed over

diaspore, rutile, corundophilite, corundum and sometimes brookite.

When etched away, delicate parallelthreads of corundum or a lacework

of rutile needles sometimes appear, generally associated with diaspore.

It is white, deep pink or medium red and is massive in fbrm'

CHLORITOID (Fe,Mn).Al45i2Or0(OH)1

From old reports this was an abundant vein mineral mixed or associ-

ated with margarite and emery, and blackish green in color. It can be

confused with corundophilite but its greater hardness (6.5 as compared

with 2 to 2.5) makes identification easy. It should be available on the

Figure 6. White aragonite crystals about 5 mm

long, on pale lavender diaspore crystals. Smith-
sonian specimen #R2120-2; photo by WEW.

dumps of both the Old and the Melvin mines.

CLINOZOISITE Ca,Al.,Si.,O,.(OH)
Clinozoisite is found on the dumps of the Old mine, recently identi-

fied by the Harvard Museum and the American Museum of Natural

History. [t forms a series with epidote which Michael Fieischer (19]6,

personal correspondence) states: ".. .is among the most illogical ex-

amples of nomenclature in mineralogy. Logical nomenclature would

put the transition point in naming at the point where the Al:Fe (atomic

ratios). But it is actuallltfar over towardthe AI side;it is traditionally

token at the point of transition from optically biarial negative, roughll,

at Fe,O, content about 5-6Vo, i.e., with AIIFe ratio about 6:/." Tests

made by carl Francis (1976, personal correspondence) on specimens

from the Old mine show an iron content on the border line or slightly

over this transition point on the epidote side. Chemical tests were

necessary to distinguish between the series members; X-ray diffraction

is unreliable.
The Chester clinozoisite is light brown, in cleavable masses and

smallcrystals in compact corundophilite, associated with margarite and

tourmaline. Smallcrystals have also formed in the massive matrix.

CORUNDOPHILITE Ferroan clinochlore (Michael Fleischer,

I 976, and personal correspondence) (Mg, FeT') rAl(S i, Al)4O 
r 0(OH)8

Corundophilite, diaspore and margarite commonly accompany em-

ery and massive corundum at Chester. Corundophilite was the most

abundant gangue mineral (Figs. 5 and 6). Its color varies from dusky

blue-green, dark yellow-green to greenish black. Generally it is massive

with loosely associated lamina having a micaceous character. or it may

occur in compact masses. The rare crystals are monoclinic with hexa-
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Figure 7. Dark green corundophilite (ferroan

clinochlore) crystals up to I cm in size' Smith'

sonian specimen #18180; photo by WEW'

gonal form. Microscopic books have been noted. The lamellae are

brittle, slightly more so than clinochlore. It formed in separate veins

paralleling emery and magnetite (Figs. 5 and 6) and also fills fissures

generally forming a border arouncl the outside of margarite. Some of it

is coated with a strong yellowish green (sometimes called apple-green)

talc-like amesite.

CORUNDUM Al,O3

Corundum at Chester is rare as a separate mineral except as reported

at the Sackett mine, where only magnetite was found. Here crystals up

to one-half inch were found along with massive material; otherwise

crystals are generally microscopic. A specimen found with corun-

dophilite on the Old mine dumps is white with spots of dark or dusky

red. Other colors reported include blue, pale pink, sapphire-blue and

bronze, the latter two having been found with diaspore and corun-

dophilite (Emerson, 1898, and Norton,1962).

Figure 8. Pale lavender diaspore crystals to I cm

in size. Smithsonian specimen #R2120-2; photo

by WEW.
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DIASPORE AIO(OH)
Diaspore, one of the most sought-after minerals, is relatively rare.

The colors are brownish gray and yellowish brown, sometimes tinged

pale violet. Generally diaspore at Chester is found as foliated or scaly

opaque aggregates. Crystals are rare although Sinkankas (1964) reports

them up to 2 inches in length. Diaspore formed in fissures crossing the

emery veins, with corundophilite bordering each side at the junction

with emery. Where it did not completely fill the fissures, free crystals

are found lining the remaining open spaces. Microscopic crystals have

been found on the surface, bordered by corundophilite. Naturally the

best specimens came from the active mine. However, specimens of
varied habit are now found principally on the dumps of the Old mine,

with a few coming from the Wright mine. Emerson (1898' page l4l)
wrote:

" ln a limited portion of the workings in the lowest shaft the rock

carries diaspore in large quantity and of the Jinest color, espe-

cially the isolated crystals resting in open fissures upon and
partly enclosed in crystals of corundophilite and shot through
and overgrown with delicate needles of rutile; and radirtted

crystals of epidote and rarely of brookite were of exceptional
beaut.v, both of form and color. The diaspore presented squrtre

prisms 25--10 mm in length, finely terminated, of rich violet-

tinted hair-brown color. It occurs ttlso in compressed rounded
masses quite within the substance of the emery.''

Specimens of diaspore somewhat resembling those described by

Emerson have been found with microscopic crystals of brookite and of
rutile in pockets in diaspore as well as crystals of corundum and

radiating crystals of epidote.

EMERY Not a mineral. At Chester it is an intimate mixture of

magnetite, corundum and ilmenite.
Emery is the most abundant ore in the vein (Figs. 5 and 6). Emery is

easily distinguished by its strong magnetism and from magnetite by

being more granular. Five different textures of emery are found at

Chester (Shepard, 1 865):

L granular emery: Consists of flat grains from the size of a kernel of
corn down to the size of a peppercorn disseminated through corundo-

philite. The grains rarely touch each other and lie flat with the corundo-

philite. It is both cleavable and easily broken. The emery comprises

from one-half to three-fourths of the aggregate.

2. veined emery: Similar to granular emery except the grains often

touch at the edges, or partially unite. Granular and veined emery

sometimes grade into each other.

3 . compact emery: A very compact, fine-grained, vein emery which

is darker than the preceding textures and having a faint violet-blue

tarnish. It fractures with extreme difficulty in many directions. It is

more granular than magnetite.
4. emery magnetite: A massive magnetite containing an intermixture

of emery. It closely resembles magnetite but is harder, has a purplish

tarnish and is more difficult to break. Shepard (1865) found it "not
abundant. "

5. stony emery: Shepard (1865) reported this as a chloritoid rock
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which is slaty, greenish gray, rather heavy and containing from l07o to

207o fine-grained emery. Other minerals present are tourmaline and

margarite scattered through the aggregate.

EPIDOTE Car(Al,Fe)3SirOr2(OH)
Epidote is not an abundant vein mineral but is abundant in the

amphibolite. It is grayish olive in color. Massive epidote in amphibolite

often is associated with other minerals. In the vein, monoclinic, pris-

matic, Sometimes acicular crystals have formed in pockets in massive

epidote in sizes to nearly 7s inch in diameter and t/z inch in length.

Lengths up to 2 inches were reported in the early days and, as noted

earlier, crystals associated with diaspore have been found. Epidote

occurs both north and south of Walker Brook (and Route 20) associated

with grayish margarite, chloritoid and emery.

HEMATITE FC,O,
Hematite is another late, very rare vein mineral. The color is metallic

black. It is reported in small rosettes of bright scales in aragonite.

ILMENITE FeTiO.'

Ilmenite is rare as a separate mineral, in both the vein and the

amphibolite. It is medium gray to dark gray in color with a metallic

luster, forming foliated masses with curved lamina. In the vein it is

associated with margarite, corundophilite and emery. It is much more

limited in the vein than in the adjoining talcose slate or the amphibolite.

MAGNETITE FerOo

The most abundant vein mineral at Chester (Figs. 5 and 6) is mag-

netite. It is black but with a purplish tinge on the fractured surfaces,

which are smooth or less granular than emery. It is rust resistant,

possibly because of the presence of ilmenite or absence of hematite.

Figure 9. Pale pink-violet, pseudohexagonal

crystals of margarite to about 8 mm in size.

Associated is a black, tabular crystal of ilmenite
at center-bottom in the photo. Smithsonian

specimen #816979; photo by WEW.

Jackson ( 1865), having found titanium in emery, believed it might be in

the magnetite. Shepard (1865) reported finding magnetite similar to

stony emery.
MARGARITE CaAl'(AlrSi2)Oro(OH)2
Margarite is another much sought-after, relatively abundant mineral

which formed in fissures cutting across the emery veins as well as in

corundophilite (Figs. 5 and 6). The color varies from light pink,

sometimes called rose, at the Melvin mine to pale yellowish pink or

grayish yellowish pink at the Old and Wright mines. Margarite is a

calcium-bearing brittle mica which is sometimes bleached so it looks

like muscovite. There is no muscovite in the emery veins. Shepard

( 1965) wrote:

"The margarite presents itself frequently with a richness of
crystallization and color nowhere else known'"

Like diaspore, margarite did not always fill the fissures in the emery,

and some crystals formed in the open spaces along with corundopholite

crystals. Also, as with diaspore, corundopholite borders the margarite

at the junction with emery. Beautiful specimens of margarite up to l7z

inches in thickness are found bordered with greenish corundophilite. On

some specimens margarite and corundophilite intermingle across the

whole face. It is also associated with chloritoid. Sometimes margarite

is mistaken for diaspore but the lesser hardness (3.5 to 4.5 compared
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Figure 10. Lavender-pink margarite vein sec-
tion 4 cm wide. Smithsonian specimen #g2c/ll9;
photo by WEW.

with 6.5 to 7) and the micaceous character permit easy differentiation.
Margarite also forms as a white to pink schistose rock.

PYRITE FeS.
Pyrite is a rare minerar at chester, appearing in corundophilite as

pale, brassy-colored cubes.

RUTILE Tior
Rutile is a rare, generally microscopic, vein mineral at chester which

is a deep reddish brown or dark reddish orange in color. It is found as
microscopic. single, verticalry striated, prismatic crystals with gen-
iculated twinnin-q. Delicate needres, some of which are striated. bent
and twisted, are found in or on corundophilite or in calcite in association
with diaspore and clinozoisite.

TITANITE(Sphene) CaTiSiO.
Titanite is a very rare mineral in the vein and possibly a little less rare

in the amphibolite. Crystals up to t/z inch long and t/+ inch wide in vugs
in the amphibolite have been found on rhe old mine dumps. They are
tabular with wedge-shaped terminations, sometimes doubly termi-
nated, and with a grayish greenish yellow color.
BORDER ZONE MINERALS WITH THE CHESTER
AMPHIBOLITE

ACTINOLITE Car(Mg,Fe)sSi8O22(OH),
Actinolite is not an abundant mineral. on the dumps it is generally

found in greenish gray masses unassociated with any matrix.
BIOTITE K(Mg,Fe).,(Al,Fe)SirOr0(OH,F),
Biotite is a somewhat rare mineral at Chester. It is black and sen-
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erally massive.

CARBONATE-CYANOTRICHITE Cu.Alr(COr,SOo)_
(OH),ro2grg

An extremely rare mineral not included on previous lists, carbonate-
cyanotrichite was found by the author and identified by X-ray diffrac_
tion. It is brilliant greenish blue, occuring as a coating of rosettes of
acicular crystals associated with malachite in granular corundophilite.

CHALCOPYRITE CuFeS,
Shepard (1865) reported that onry a few grains of chalcopyrite had

been found on gneiss near the emery vain.
CHLORITE (prochlorite, ripidolite; General formula

M-s_6(Al,s i)4o ro(oH)8
This is a second-stage mineral which formed in both the Chester

amphibolite and Savoy schist before the emery and magnetite veins
formed. It is rare at Chester, grayish green to grayish blue in color and
massive with loosely associated lamina having a micaceous character.
corundophilite formed as an arteration product of chlorite in some

CORDIERITE Mg,AloSirO,,
Cordierite is a very rare mineral not included on previous lists. It is

dark grayish blue (dusty blue) in color and massive. cordierite, being
relatively unstable, is generally coated by a dark, yellowish brown,
pearly, platy alteration mineral which has been given a number of
different names such as chlorophyllite, hydrous iotite, fahlunite, etc.,
none of which are valid today. Dana (1909) describes this alteration as
follows:

"The alteration of iolite (cordierite) takes place so readill, b1t
ordinary exposure, that the mineral is most commonryfound i'n
altered state, or enclosed in altered iolite. The changi may be a
simple hydration; or a removal of part of the protoxid\ of ir:on; or
of alkalies, forming pinite and mica. rhe fiist step in tie change
consists in division of the prisms of iotite into piates parallel to
the base, and a pearly fotiation of the surface oj the ptites; yuith a
change in color to grayish green, greenish giay and sometimes
brownish gray. As the arteration proceeds, ie ioriation becomes
complete,. afterwards it may be lost.,,

The author has found altered cordierite partially enclosing fresh cordier-
ite on the dumps.

CUMMINGTONITE MgrSirOrr(OH)z
cummingtonite is a rare mineral bordering the amphibolite. It is light

gray in color and found with talc.
HORNBLENDE (Ca,Na),_r(Mg,Fe+2,Fe*.,A1;.r1Al,

si)8o22(oH)2
Homblende is not an abundant minerar on the dumps but was reported

as abounding in thick seams in amphibolite along ihe vein. It is dark
greenish gray in color, lustrous with a coarse-grained structure. Gen_
erally it is found without any matrix.

MALACHITE Cu'(CO.XOH),
Malachite is a very rare mineral tccurring with epidote in the am-

phibolite. It is light yellowish green and is found as crusts or as crystals
in pockets.

scHoRL uar{2atu(B03)3Si6o".l(oH)o
schorl, the black species of tourmaline, is an abundant mineral along

the border of the vein over its whole length. It forms hexagonal crystars
having smooth faces but racking terminations. occasionalry beautiful,
radiating groups are found as well as crystals up to severar inches in
length and t/z inch or more in diameter. It can be mistaken for horn_
blende but hornblende is not in crystals at chester and schorr has a
hardness of 5 to 6 compared to 7 to 7.5 for hornblende. It is associated
with the vein minerals but most commonly with compact corundophir-
ite, with which it is intergrown, so that unbrok.n..yr,ul, are rmpossible
[o remove.

OLIGOCLASE (Na,Ca)Al(Al,Si)Si,08
oligoclase is not abundant at chester. It is fine-grained, in smail

triclinic crystals and is white to reddish in color. It is found associated
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with corundophilite and sometimes emery.

TALC MgrSioO,6(OH)u
Talc is a relatively abundant mineral formed from serpentine

bordering the ore body, and with remnants of serpentine in it. It is very
pure otherwise, and grayish green to light gray in color. Much of the talc
carries disseminated ankerite which has been dissolved away in some
cases leaving rusty brown holes. There is also dark leak-green, compact
talc. The light gray talc has white crystals in ir resembling tremolite
making it harder than the normal I ro I .5.

MINERALS IN THE SAVOY SCHIST
ALMANDINE FerAl.(SiOo)3
Almandine has been reported as plentiful in the Savoy schist but not

on the dumps. The color is dark reddish brown and it is opaque.
Specimens were found under the power line near the Old mine dumps.

KYANITE AI.,Sios
Kyanite is a rare mineral at Chester not now found on the dumps

although Dana (l9ll) lists good specimens from the Emery mines.
Emerson ( 1898) states that it occurs in the Savoy schist south of the
vein. It is blue with long, bladed crystals.

COLLECTING ON THE DUMPS OF THE OLD, MELVIN. AND
WRIGHT MINES

The Bendix Corporation was the owner of an L-shaped portion of the
mountain on which the old, Melvin and wright mines are located. The
town's people had them post the whole area periodically because
collectors and children sometimes became trapped or injured and had to
be rescued from the third adit of the old mine. rn 1973 the Keiley
Hardwod Company bought a part of this L-shaped area and, in 1974,
gave it to Massachusetts principally to protect the rare Indiana bat, now
on the endangered list. The bat hybernates in the third adit. The John J.
Kelley wildlife Area will be administered by rhe Massachusetts Divi-
sion of Fisheries and wildlife of the Department of Natural Resources
and the adits will be closed to all but the bats (and people who obtain
permission to enter). we have assurance that collecting minerals will be
encouraged in the wildlife Area and efforts will be made to keep open
the area on which the old mine dumps are located, as in the past. An
exhibit of minerals found on the dumps during the course of this study
has been given to the State for the office of the District Manaser.

Figure 11. Red rutile crystal about 3 mm long
imbedded in the side of a dark green corun-
dophilite crystal. Smithsonian specimen
#18180; photo by WEW.

Hubbard Street, Pittsfield. Massachusetts.

Old mine dumps
These dumps are where the greatest number of different minerals are

found. They are reached by an old wood road starting from a cement
bridge crossing walker Brook from Route 20 about vq mile west of
Chester. The wood road crosses under a power line about 150 feet above
walker Brook and enters the woods. The dumps start on the right,
downhill side about 30 feet into the woods, but fine schorl specimens
can be found on the uphill side. The dumps stretch for 100 feet or more
along the road.

Melvin mine dumps
These dumps have beautiful, light pink margarite which is bordered

by green corundophilite and emery. some magnetite is also found there,
but they are not as productive as the old mine dumps. They are reached
by an old mine road which starts from the power line a little above the
road to the old mine dumps. It passes the entrance to the third adit and
continues steeply up the mountain for about 3/q mlle. The dumps and the
flooded mine trench are close to the road on the left side. Very little

ble l. Minerals observed at the Chester emery mines

ABCDE

Emery

Magnetite

Amesite

Aragonite
Brookite
Calcite

Chloritoid
Clinozoisite
Corundophilite
Corundum

Diaspore

Epidote

Hematite
Ilmenite
Margarite
Pyrite

Rutile

Ores mined at Chester:
X
X

Minerals associated with ore:
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

M inerals bordering C he ste r amphibolite :

itanite

Actinolite
Biotite
Carbonate-Cyanotrich ite
Chalcopyrite

Chlorite

Cordierite

Cummingtonite
Hornblende

Malachite

Schorl

XX X
XX X

X

X

X
X
X
X
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
X
XX
XX
X
XX
X

XX

X

X
X
XX

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

x2x
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X'X

X
XX
XX

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

Minerals in Savoy schist bordering ore vein:
Oligoclase

alc
Minerals in Savov schist:

Almandine

Kyanite

A_
B:
C:
D-
E:
t-

Minerals reported by Shepard ( 1865)
Minerals reported by Emerson ( 1898)
Minerals reported by Dana (1909)

Minerals first reported in this study
Minerals in the author's collection from Chester
X-ray identification
ldentification by chemical analysis
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collecting has been done at this mine.

Wright mine dumPs

Fine margarite specimens (some intergrown with corundophilite) and

some diaspore are found here. The dumps and the mine are reached by

driving south for about a mile up Round Hill Road, starting from Route

20 east of Chester. Park by a driveway leading to a house far back on a

hill to the east. Then, starting about 30 feet uphill from the parking spot,

walk west up the old mine road for about t/z mlle. The dumps are on both

sides of the roacl with the mine starting as a shallow cut on the left side

and extending across a brook to a cleep cut in the mountain. Another

dump which shows few signs of collecting is on the mountain side to the

right of the deep cut.

Other mine dumPs
The dumps of the Marcia, Sackett and Snow mines north of Route 20

are reported to be unproductive of good specimens' The Marcia mine

can be entered but the productive south drift has caved in and is flooded'

THE ILMENITE PROSPECT
Fine ilmenite. alman<line and hornblende specimens are found here'

The prospect is located east of Round Hill Road accessible from a wood

road starting about a mile beyond the parking area for the wright mine.

Having a guide or explicit directions is advisable since the turnoff from

the wood road is unmarked and the prospect is located from 100 to 200

feet up a steep wooded hill with no paths'

OTHER MINES AT CHESTER
For minerals found at chester other than at the Emery mine, Dana

( 191 l, page 1056) lists scapolite, zoisite, spodumene and indicolite

lelbaitei ai good specimens and amphibole. garnet. apatite. magnetite.

chromite. stilbite, heulanclite, analcime and chabazite as of lesser

quality. Emerson ( | 898) mentions unsuccessful chromite diggings east

of tfr. Emery mine near the village. A booklet available at the new

museum located above the Iibrary (a bicentennial project with a mineral

room worth visiting) describes a mica mine and several quartz quarries

where minerals may be collectecl. Ref-erences Emmons (1814, 1826)

and Palach e (1946, 1947 ) give information on these mines.
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